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Health authorities are under renewed pressure to modernize influenza-vaccine production after an early surge in flu has highlighted shortfalls in the current jab.
Concerns about the vaccine were raised after an early and sudden start to the influenza season in Europe and the United States in late October. Public-health experts are still not sure whether the number of cases will go down -or rise to epidemic levels.
The spike in cases has highlighted two problems with the widely used inactivated influenza vaccine.First,the three virus strains in the vaccine exclude this season's predominant strain, a version of the A(H3N2) influenza subtype called Fujian. Publichealth officials say that the closely related Panama strain in the vaccine does confer some protection against the Fujian strain.
Second, parts of the United States have run short of the inactivated vaccine, for which the virus is mass-produced in hens' eggs. This has prompted the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in Atlanta,Georgia,to look for remaining stocks from US and foreign vaccine manufacturers.
Influenza experts at the World Health Organization (WHO) say that they knew the Fujian strain was circulating when they met in February 2003 to decide which strains to include in this season's Northern Hemisphere shot. The vaccine is regularly updated because the flu virus rapidly mutates to dodge our immune response. It shuffles two genes that encode proteins on the virus's coat, called haemagglutinin and neuraminidase.
But laboratories in the WHO's network failed to find a Fujian strain that would grow in fertilized hens' eggs in time to include in this season's vaccine. To make a suitable vaccine strain, researchers inject the circulating virus, such as Fujian, and another, fast-growing flu strain into eggs, where the two mix and match their genes.
From the eggs, scientists aim to pull out a new fast-growing reassorted virus -called a seed strain -which carries the haemagglutinin and neuraminidase genes from Fujian. Vaccine manufacturers need to receive the seed strain in time to grow it up in tens of millions of eggs, a process that is proven, efficient and reliable, but takes up to six months. "Using eggs does seem a bit like ancient technology," admits Alan Hay, who heads the WHO influenza collaborating centre in London.
Experts say that problems growing the Fujian strain could be bypassed using a technique called reverse genetics.Scientists could rapidly engineer the seed strain in the laboratory by stitching together the viral genes they want, and then use it to mass-produce the vaccine in hens'eggs.
Influenza vaccines made using reverse genetics have not yet progressed through clinical trials, however. And according to WHO officials and other experts, vaccine manufacturers might be dissuaded from using reverse genetics because they would owe licensing fees to MedImmune, a biotechnology firm based in Gaithersburg, Maryland that holds patents on the technique.
The WHO will organize a series of meetings between vaccine manufacturers, regulatory authorities and other parties in Geneva, Switzerland, in February 2004 to explore these issues, says Klaus Stohr, head of its influenza programme. The WHO is also working with the US National Institutes of Health to push ahead a clinical trial of a vaccine made using reverse genetics, which is expected to start in late 2004.
Experts say that flu vaccine could also be mass-produced in mammalian cell cultures, which could be set up for production in two weeks, whereas eggs have to be ordered at least six months in advance. "It can buy you some time," says Bram Palache at Solvay Pharmaceuticals, which is developing the technology at Weesp in the Netherlands.
Manufacturers have yet to prove that vaccines made in cell culture are as cheap as egg-made vaccines, but Palache predicts that they will be licensed and available in Europe by 2005. And while updated techniques cannot make up for the vaccine shortfall this season, experts are keen to get them in place in time to combat future, more aggressive flu strains. "We are concerned that it be discussed before the pandemic,"says Stohr. ■
